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1. Introduction. Generalizations of the Jordan-Holder and Krull-

Schmidt theorems to an abstract algebra can be obtained as lattice-

theoretic results provided we assume that the algebra contains a

one-element subalgebra and that all its congruence relations are

permutable (see [3, Chapter VI]). Thurston [5] has given an exam-

ple of a quasigroup with a pair of nonpermutable congruence rela-

tions and his method can be used to construct a similar example for

loops. Birkhoff [3 ] has given sufficient conditions for all the congru-

ence relations on a loop to be permutable. We shall weaken these

conditions by showing that all the congruence relations on a loop

with the weak inverse property are permutable. We shall further

show that it is not possible to give necessary conditions for the

permutability of a given congruence relation on a loop in terms of

the image system alone; in fact we shall prove that any loop image

M is a homomorphic image of at least one loop F such that the cor-

responding congruence relation permutes with all the congruence

relations on F.

2. Quasinormal congruence relations. Sufficient conditions for

permutability.

Lemma A. If 6 and <f> are congruence relations on a loop G, then a

necessary and sufficient condition that d and (b be permutable is that, for

all xEG, C[C(x)] be the congruence class containing x for some con-

gruence relation on G where C(x) is the d-class and C'(x) is the <p-class

containing x.

Proof. Suppose 0 and </> are permutable and let yEC[C(x)] so

that yda<px for some aEG. Then, for some bEG, ycpbdx and so

yEC'[C(x)]. Thus C[C'(x)]CC'[C(x)]. Similarly, C'[C(x)]
CC[C'(x)\ showing equality. Now xEC'[C(y)] and so C[C'(x)]
CC{C'{ C'[C(y) ]} } =C[C'(y) }CC{C'{ C[C(x) ]}}.- C[C(x)}.
Hence the sets C[C(x) ] are equivalence classes. They are congruence

classes since
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C[C'{a)]C[C'{b)] C C[C'{a)C'{b)] C C[C{ab)].

Conversely, let the sets C[C'(x)], x£G be congruence classes.

Then, if ydcupx, we have yGC[C'{x)] and so C[C{y)} = C[C{x)].

Then, clearly, xdbcby lor some bGG. Similarly, x6b<py implies yda<px,

showing that 6 and cp are permutable.

If G is a loop and a and x are in G define the mapping a—>ap{x) of

G upon G by ap{x)=ax. Similarly, a\{x)—xa. Now suppose that 6

is a congruence relation on G and K is the 0-class containing 1 (or

kernel of 6). We shall say that 0 is quasinormal if C(x) =xA(iC) for all

x£G where C(x) is the 0-class containing x and A{K) is the semigroup

generated by all p{k), \{k) where kGK. If yGC{x), we shall write

y=xV{h, k2, ■ • ■ , kn)=xV{ki) where V{ki, k2, ■ ■ ■ , kn)

= ir{ki)ir{k2) ■ ■ ■ ir{kn), in which each w is either p or X.

Theorem 1. If 6 is quasinormal and </> is any congruence relation on

a loop G, then 6 and <p are permutable.

Proof. Let C{x) be a (/»-class and K the kernel of 6. Consider

yGC{x)A{K). Let y=wV{kf) where C{w)=C{x). Then C{x)V{k%)

CC{x)V[C{ki)] = C{w)V[C{ki)]GC[wV{ki)] = C{y). Hence C{x)
V{ki)A{K) = C{x)A{K)GC{y)A{K). Therefore xGC{y)A{K) and so,
by the above argument, C{y)A{K)GC{x)A{K), showing equality and

proving that the sets C{x)A{K) are equivalence classes. Clearly

C{a)A{K) ■ C{b)A{K)GC{ab)A{K) and, by Lemma A, 0 and <p are

permutable.

If G is a loop, let A(G) be the semigroup generated by all p(x),X(x)

where xGG. We shall say that G possesses the weak inverse property

if, for all a, x, and y in G such that ax=ya, there exists at least one

transformation a in A(G) such that aa = l and either {ax)a = x or

{ya)a=y.2

Theorem 2. If a loop G possesses the weak inverse property, then all

the congruence relations on G are quasinormal {and hence permutable).

Proof. Let a = b{6) in G. Solve ax=ya = b lor x and y in G. Then

either x = ba or y=ba for some a in A(G) such that arr = l. Since

a<T = bo = i{8), bGC{a) implies that either b=ap{k) or b=a\{k) for

some k in the 0-kernel. Thus 6 is quasinormal.

The following are examples of loops with the weak inverse prop-

erty:

(i) a loop G with the property that for all a, x, and y in G such

2 The referee weakened the original form of this definition and the author wishes

to express his thanks.
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that ax =ya, either ä(ax) =x or (ya)a* =y where â and a* are uniquely

defined by äa = l and aa* = 1. We note that a = a* for all a in G (set

x =a*, y = a). This class of loops includes those which possess the left

(or right) inverse property (see Brück [4]). If G possesses the (two-

sided) inverse property then it is easy to show that every homo-

morphic image of G is a loop.

(ii) loops with the special property of Artzy [l].

3. Impossibility of necessary conditions for permutability in terms

of the image. The work of Bates and Kiokemeister [2] shows that

necessary and sufficient conditions for a groupoid M to be the homo-

morphic image of a loop are that (i) M contains an element 1 such

that 1 ■ a = a ■ 1 = a for all aEM, and (ii) if a and b are in M then there

is at least one x and at least one y in M such that ax=b and ya=b.

We shall call such a groupoid a loop image.

If M is a loop image, a and z are in M, z^l, and za = a (az=a) then

0 will be called a local left (right) identity for a. As an example of a

loop image with local identities we could take the set of all non-

negative rational integers under the operation a o b = \ a— b\.

Lemma B. Let 6 be a congruence relation on a loop G and let M be the

associated loop image. A necessary and sufficient condition that M con-

tain no elements with local left identities is that the 0-classes shall be

given by C(x) = Kx where K is the 6-kernel.

Proof. Suppose M has no elements with local left identities. If

a = b(d), solve xa = b for xEG. Then C(x)C(a)CC(a). Hence C(x)=K

so xEK. Clearly KaCC(a) and so Ka = C(a).

Conversely, if C(x) =Kx, all xEG, let y be such that KyKxCKx.

Thus yxEKx so that Ky = K (since if is a subloop of G) and M has

no elements with local left identities.

A similar result holds if M has no elements with local right identi-

ties, giving 0-classes of the form xK.

It may be remarked that Lemma B together with Theorem 1 pro-

vide a solution of Problem 32 proposed by Birkhoff [3].

That we cannot give necessary conditions for permutability in

terms of the image system follows from

Theorem 3. Let M be a loop image. Then there exists a loop F homo-

morphic to M such that the corresponding congruence relation is quasi-

normal (and hence permutable with all the congruence relations on F).

Proof. We shall show in an appendix how to construct a loop image

H possessing a homomorphism a upon M and having the following

properties :
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(I) If ab—b for a and b in H, then a = \.

(II) If aa = ba for a and b in iî, then there is an element c in H

such that ca = í and ca=b.

Let W= {w£iï| wcc = l}. Then certainly wa = b for wGW, a and 6

in Zf if and only if aa = ba and so the coset containing a has the form

Wa.

Now let F be a loop possessing a homomorphism /3 upon H. In

view of property (I) and Lemma B, we know that the cosets of ß are

of the form Lx where L is the kernel of ß and xGF. Let K be the ker-

nel of the homomorphism ßa of F upon M. We note that LGK.

Suppose xßa=yßa for some x and y in F. Then xß=w{yß) for some

wGIFC-ff- But w — kß for some ¿£F and wa = ¿/3a = l so kGK.

Then xß = {ky)ß and so x = /»(£y) for some pGL. Conversely, if

x=p{ky) for x and y in F, pGL, and kGK, then xßa = {pßa){kßa

■ yßa) = yßa and so the cosets of /3a are of the form L ■ Kx. Further-

more,

LKxG{LK){LKx)G{LK){L-Kx)GL{K-Kx)GL{L-Kx) = L-Kx.

Since LK = K we see that the cosets of ßa have the form KKx and

so the corresponding congruence relation is quasinormal, and hence

permutable with all the congruence relations on F.

Remarks on Theorem 3. The result is trivial if M is a loop or

even if M has no elements with local left identities for then Kx = K ■ Kx

lor all x. If M contains elements with local left identities then Kx is

property contained in K-Kx for some x. In particular, if M contains

elements with local left identities but has no elements with local right

identities then xK = KKx for all x but xK contains Kx properly for

at least one x. A construction similar to the one given in the appendix

would produce an H containing no elements with local right identi-

ties so that the cosets of ßa would have the form KKx—KxK. If

M contains an element with both a local left and a local right identity,

then it is possible to construct a loop G, having iii as a homomorphic

image, such that the corresponding congruence relation is not quasi-

normal.

Appendix. We shall use a construction similar to that devised by

Bates and Kiokemeister [2] to obtain the loop image H required in

the proof of Theorem 3.

Let J{i, 0) be a halfgroupoid possessing a homomorphism a{i, 0)

upon M and having the following properties:

(I') There is an element ÍGJ{i, 0) such that if aGJ{i, 0) and

i-aGJ{i, 0), then 1 a = a and if a- \GJ{i, 0), then al =a.

(IF) If a and b are in J{i, 0), and if ab = b, then a = \.
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(IIP) If a and b are in J(i, 0), if both a and b are products in

J(i, 0), and if aa(i, 0) =ba(i, 0), then there exist elements c and d in

J(i, 0) such that ca(i, 0) =da(i, 0) = 1 and ca = b, db=a.

Let ¿(î, 1) be an extension of J(i, 0) such that

(i) If aEJ(i, 0) but la$J(i, 0), then la = a in /(♦, 1) and if
a\EJ(i, 0), then a\ =a in J(i, 1).

(ii) If a and Z> are in J(i, 0) but a¿> is not in J(i, 0), then ab = c in

/(¿, 1) where cEJ(i, l)—J(i, 0). It is understood that the elements

c are distinct for different ordered pairs a, b and that J(i, 1) — J(i, 0)

consists of exactly these elements c.

We extend a(i, 0) to a homomorphism a(¿, 1) of J(i, 1) upon ili as

follows :

(1) If aEJ(i, 0), then aa(i, 1) =aa(i, 0).

(2) If cEJ(i, 1) —/(*', 0) then there exists one and only one ordered

pair a, b of elements of J(i, 0) such that c = ab in J(i, 1). Then define

ca(i, 1) =aa(i, 0) -ba(i, 0).

Now let J(i, 2) be an extension of J(i, 1) such that

(i) If aEJ(i, 1) but laEJ(i, 1), then \a = a in J(i, 2) and if
a- l(£J(i, 1), then a-1 =a in /(i, 2).

(ii) For each ordered pair a, b in J(i, 1) where aj^b and a^l, let

J(¿, 2)—J(i, 1) contain an element csuch that ac = b.

Again, the elements c adjoined in (ii) are distinct and are precisely

the elements in J(i, 2) —J(i, 1).

Extend a(i, 1) to a homomorphism a(i, 2) of J(i, 2) upon M as

follows :

(1) If aEJ(i, 1), define aa(i, 2)=aa(i, 1).

(2) If cEJ(i, 2) — J(i, 1), then ac = b where a and b are in J(i, 1).

Define ca(¿, 2) = x where x is any element of M such that aa(i, 1) -x

= &*(*, !)■

Next, let J(i-\-\, 0) be an extension of J(i, 2) such that

(i) If aEJ(i, 2) but \aEJ(i, 2) then la=ain J(i+i, 0) and if
a\EJ(i, 2), thenal=a in J(i + i, 0).

(ii) For each ordered pair a, b in J(i, 2) where aj¿b and a^i, let

/(t + 1, 0) —J(i, 2) contain an element c such that ca = b.

As before, the elements adjoined in (ii) are precisely the elements

in /(i + l, 0)—J(i, 2) and they are all distinct.

Now we extend a(i, 2) to a homomorphism a(i-\-l, 0) of /(t-f-l, 0)

upon M as follows:

(1) If aEJ(i, 2), define aa(i+l, 0) =aa(i, 2).

(2) If cEJ(i+l, 0)—J(i, 2), then ca = b where a and è are in

J(i, 2). If aa(i, 2)=ba(i, 2), define ca(i+l, 0) = 1. In all other cases,

define ca(i-\-\, 0) =y where y is any element of M such thatyaa(i, 2)

= ba(i, 2).
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We see that J{i+Í, 0) has properties {!'), (IF), (IIP) listed for

/(*, 0).
We may now define a countable sequence of halfgroupoids /(0, 0),

J(l, 0), • • • , as follows:

(1) 7(0, 0) has the same elements as M with no products defined.

J{0, 0) has properties (I'), (IF), (HP) trivially.

(2) J{i+i, 0) is an extension of J{i, 0) obtained in the manner de-

scribed above.

If a(0, 0) is the identity mapping on M then H= U^o Jii, 0) is the

required loop image and a = U(°l0 «(*"> 0) is the required homo-

morphism of H upon M.
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